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IMAS Inventory Management and Administration System

An integrated computer system effectively manages all the various activities of the Department of
stores and suppliers and all the information items and follow-up stores and transfers the cost centers
and receives feedback and the items and calculates the average price and inventory storage.
IMAS Designed to allow its use in companies and subsidiaries or group companies, sister of the
overlapping of several departments and users, either through networks or using a single device in
addition to use in the branches established divergent and with this amount of information the system
will collect, organize, and output reports and statistics detailed and consolidated without significant
effort from the user.
Was also taken into account when designing IMAS the size of the company where there is the version
for one user and a version that works on up to three users and a version that works on the network for
more than three users and taking into account the nature of work in each company and the size of
Data and the number of users with the possibility of increasing the number of users in any time.

Flexibility of use

Multi-Currency conversion rates

IMAS system is designed to bend himself to the
service user to the system and not vice versa and
the IMAS data processing companies and several
branches and several financial years, without a little
effort. In addition, all reports of IMAS, which serve
all levels of management can be viewed on the
screen before printing and can print one page or
more of the report and to provide time and cost of
printing and the ability to print more than one copy
of the report, the one and to any printer connected
to the internal network. And also the user can work
on more than a year at the same time and using the
capabilities available to the IMAS, which allows the
existence of an infinite number of years in the
system and to extract statistics from previous years,
both of the items or suppliers.

IMAS System works on the basis of multiple
currencies and multiple exchange rates for the
single currency at different times as the user can
change them as the need arises.

Multi-language
IMAS is characterized by the possibility of any
choice between Arabic and English in both screens
or in reports.

Confidentiality of data
IMAS ensure protection and confidentiality of data
and information and functions of the various
operating through a system of security and
confidentiality of an arbitrator from which to
determine the function of a particular or specific
data the user can access it, or inserting, or modify
or cancel, view, or print.

Multiple Branches
IMAS system works on the basis of Multiple
branches and it is linked to all the main branches of
the center through the Internet without the need for
additional hardware or software to make your
connection
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On Line Help
By viewing the questions and answers via the
Internet for many topics to help customers to
understanding the system and make the most of the
possibilities available in it.

Automatic Error Reporting
By sending automatically e-mail, and contains
details of the problem faced by the client to the
management of technical support.

Sending mail to Technical Support
Development of a new feature in IMAS allows you to
send an email to technical support and ask for the
query.

Chat with Technical Support
Allows users to communicate with technical support
via instant messaging through the Internet to
respond to any queries.

On Line documents Archive
Is by attaching a photocopy of each important
document when registering their data with the
retention and recall optical image when you view or
print the data.
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IMAS
Store Dispatch Receipt

Reports IMAS

IMAS works authorized recording of the store to
exchange a set of items with the possibility of
registration of an infinite number of movements,
according to the date of movement.

Serves all levels of management reports and is
divided into:
Financial reports: Transaction Edit Report,
Receiving Edit Report, Item Car Report, Stock
Item Report, Variances Report, Dispatch From
Stores, Total Dispatch From Stores, Receives
to Inventory, Total Receives to Inventory, and
Total Receives to Inventory From Suppliers.
Statistical Reports: Stock Evaluation Report,
Stock Inventory Report, Total Receiving Report,
Locations Inventory Report, Stock Days On
Hand, Reorder Level, Consumption Report,
Item Quantity Details, Slow Movement Items,
Items Expiration, Summary Movement Storage,
Movement Items Cancel, Receiving / Return
Items Cancel.
Reports of purchases: Item Monthly
Purchasing Report, Total Purchasing, Analyze
Purchasing on Items / Suppliers, Receiving and
Return Purchasing.

IMAS is characterized by the possibility of the
definition of an infinite number of varieties can
be registered as an infinite number of stores
and cost centers so that the extraction of
reports by category or group category, or store
or cost center.

Items Movement
IMAS working on recording the movement of
items for each of the outgoing and transfers
with the possibility of registration of an infinite
number of movements, according to the date of
movement

Receive / Return Items
IMAS works record the receipt and retrieve
items to and from the supplier with the
possibility of registration of an infinite number of
movements, according to the date of
movement. Also IMAS can also receive the
main items on the store or store or on a subcost center directly.
IMAS also allows the division of items into
groups so they can be the extraction of detailed
statistics and a whole according to a group of
items.
IMAS is characterized by the possibility of the
definition of an infinite number of varieties can
be registered as an infinite number of stores
and cost centers so that the extraction of
reports by category or group or category, or
store cost center.

Physical Inventory
IMAS works on the record store and Inventory
of and cost center for each item in order to
calculate the difference depot the inventory and
calculate the consumption in a cost.
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General Functions
Using the IMAS can keep all the details of the
movements that were even after the end of the year
and go for another year. The user can enter data at
any time of the year and the system automatically
adjusts the balances of items based on the inputs
and depending on the history and movements can
be entered for more than a year at the same time
without conflict, and the system will automatically
direct the movements of each year on the basis of
history.

General System Characteristics
IMAS is characterized by the possibility of any work
on most operating systems common in the world
and is Microsoft Windows operating system with the
use of databases, Microsoft SQL Server, which is
characterized as compatible with all file types. Use
and can exchange data between different systems,
either export or import files Import, Export and in the
following images: Character Separated Values,
Coma Separated Values (CSV), Data Interchange
Format (DIF), Excel Sheet (XLS), HTML, Lotus 123,
Paginated Text, Record Style, Rich Text Format
(RTF), Tab Separated Test / Values, Text, Microsoft
Word Document With the ability to extract data in
the image file can be sent directly by e-mail or fax.
Center and the items in each depot or cost center
and account teams to inventory and calculate the
consumption in a cost center.
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